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How does this Computer Lab 1 work?
1. The purpose of this lab is to teach you how to code in R via coding demonstrating.
2. Every Monday, we will upload a pre-recorded video like this one.
3. In the video, I will illustrate R programming by coding in RStudio.
4. A recommended way to take this lab is to code along with me.
5. This lab sheet, as a supporting document, contains the code I demonstrate in the video together with

R output and some explanations. You can just look through this file to review the R codes.
6. Before each computer lab 1, please ensure you have already watched the lecture in corresponding week.

At various points, R code will be given to you in a grey box like this.
print("hello world")

You can either type this into RStudio or, faster, copy and paste it.

The R output you should get will be displayed in a white box like this.

## [1] "hello world"

Today’s topic:

• 1.1.4 Recap of RStudio
• 1.1.5 Assignment of Object
• 1.1.6 Data addressing

1.1.4 Recap of RStudio
Interface

You should have downloaded the RStudio to your machine already. If you are using a Window machine, you
can open RStudio as clicking on the following:

Start -> RStudio

If you are using a Mac, you can open RStudio as:

Applications -> RStudio

After open a new R script file, you should see something like below.
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There are four panes.

1. Top-left: The source pane. This is where you should type your R commands.
2. Bottom-Left: The console pane. This is where your output will be “printed”.
3. Top-right: The environment pane. This is where you can see objects that have been created as part of

your work.
4. Bottom-right: The viewer pane. This is where you can view your plots, help files, etc.

Scripts

Typing commands directly into the console and pressing Return (Enter) is OK for quick calculations.
However it can be frustrating if you make a small typographical mistake.

More importantly, when you type commands directly into the console, it is difficult to keep a precise record of
the statistical analysis that you performed. In the modern world, it is essential that your work is reproduciable,
i.e. you can leave a list of instructions so that someone else can obtain exactly the same results as you did.

Therefore it is recommended that you use a R script. This is basically a text file, where you write your
commands to perform a given analysis. For example, you could write a separate script for every chapter in
MATH6173/6166.

To open a script in RStudio, click on the New File button on the topleft, or by clicking on: File -> New
File -> R Script,

or press Control/Command + Shift + N.

You can save a script as you would save any file, e.g. File -> Save As. . . You script with be saved with
name “XXXX.R”, where the extension .R mean it is an R file.

You can now close RStudio, reopen it and rerun your commands.

From now on, remember run all commands via a R script.
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To run code from a R script, select the lines you wish to run and click on Run at the top-left of the script
window. Alternatively, you can press Control/Command + Enter. The output will be printed in the
console pane.

You do not need to add any punctuation between R commands if they are in different lines. However, if you
want to execute multiple commands sequentially on one line, you will need to use the semicolon ; to separate
them:
1 + 3; 6*5; cos(2*pi)

## [1] 4

## [1] 30

## [1] 1

Comments and sections.

We mentioned the importance of writing comments in the introduction session. Basically, there are two
reasons for you to write comments in R.

Reason 1. It is helpful for yourself. If you see/edit your code later, comments may help you to memorize
your own logic while writing the code. Sometimes you use a new function or write a complex code, you will
forget it when look back at it after a week (believe me it happens!!!)

Reason 2. It is helpful for others. Sometimes we work in a team (for example, if you are a programmer
working or a big project), or you have to show your code to other people (for example, hand in R codes in
your coursework to me). As a result, well commented code are helpful to others to understand your code and
your logic better.

In R we write comments using the hashtag sign #. Anything after # will be treated as a comment thus
omitted. For example:
# no output for this line as it is commented out

Sometimes, when you are writing a R script, you do not want a certain chunk of code for now, and you do
not want to delete it either (as you probably will need it later), then you can just comment it
print("a")
# print("b")
print("c")

Also you can use comment as a separation of your codes, for example, in the R code file for introduction
session 2, I wrote the following comments in between of Part 2 and Part 3 codes:
# ----------------------------------------------------
# Part 3: R for statistical computing
#-----------------------------------------------------

Another way to separate your codes is through code sections, which help you to break a larger R script into
several small parts. For example, the following source file has three sections :
# Section One ---------------------------------
"A long time ago"
# Section Two =================================
"in a galaxy far far away"
## Section Three #############################

"...."
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Any comment line which includes at least four dashes (-), equal signs (=), or hash signs (#) automatically
creates a code section.

Code sections can be folded, expanded, and easily navigated in RStudio, as shown in the following.

Working Directory
The working directory is the default place R will look when you want to read data or save objects. You can
check what the current working directory is by using the getwd function.
getwd()

## [1] "/Users/chaozheng/Dropbox/Teaching/6173 Statistical Computing/Part 1-R Programming I/Demo Labs/Week 2"

Note that there is no argument needed for this function.

The function setwd allows you to change the working directory.

For example, Suppose I wanted to set a directory as a folder called MATH6173 on my computer (MAC) to
be the working directory. This path of this folder in my computer is “Documents/Teaching/MATH6173”, I
will try something as follows.
setwd("/Users/chaozheng/Documents/Teaching/MATH6173")

Obviously the exact file path depends on the operating system and file structure of your machine and will
definitely be different for everyone.

An alternative (and probably easier) way to change the working directory is to click on:

Session -> Set Working Directory -> Choose Directory. . .

and then browse to the desired directory.

Also, if you want to know the path of your file in your computer, you can try the function
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file.choose()

It let you select your file and print its path in the R console. In Windows computer, you can also set your
directory by
choose.dir()

(this function does not on Mac machine)

Work Space
Work space is the name R gives to the collection of objects that have been created or can be accessed in a
particular R session. You can see what objects are in the workspace by the function ls.

For example, my work space is currently empty
ls()

## character(0)

Recall that we said in this week’s lecture that character(0) is the object with type character but of length 0
(empty). If we add something to the work space, you will see
x <- c(1,2)
y <- c("love","peace")
ls()

## [1] "x" "y"

You can save all of the objects in your workspace using the save.image function. Let’s save our workspace
to a file called “week1-lab1.Rdata”. The file will be in your working directory by default.
save.image("week2-lab1.RData")

The extension .RData means it is an R data file.

Note that you can also save certain objects from your work space, using the function save. For example,
x <- c(1,2)
y <- c("love","peace")
save(file = "week2-lab1_x.RData",list="x")

The function rm can be used to remove objects from the workspace. For example, let’s delete the x objects.
rm(x)

If we want to remove all the objects in your environment, you can try the following:
rm(list = ls())
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Clear things up
You can clear your console, environment, and plots in the view panes simple by clicking on the clear button in

RSudio.

1.1.5 Assignment of Object
The assignment operation

We already learned that the assignment operator in R is <-, i.e. a ‘less than’ symbol immediately followed by
a hyphen. For example
x <- 6*pi

which can be view as the object x comes from 6π.

Note that an assignment does not produce any output (unless you have made an error, in which case an error
message will appear). To see the result of an assignment, you need to examine the contents of the object you
have assigned the result of the command to. For example, typing
x

## [1] 18.84956

The [1] indicates that 18.84956 is the first component.This helps you keep track when the output is a vector
of many components, for example
y <- rnorm(50)
y

## [1] 0.35135919 0.14646008 -0.37294283 0.96633294 1.97619744 0.57548394
## [7] -0.59944730 -0.24122610 -0.79857498 -3.04780060 0.33955035 -0.71022885
## [13] 1.11435844 -2.46865350 -0.35599677 -0.48392823 0.58025634 0.83251928
## [19] -0.80045729 0.95151409 0.29838511 2.31183027 -1.90750279 0.79463081
## [25] 0.42311148 -0.70942684 0.82265380 0.48860771 0.67238109 -0.66145592
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## [31] 0.03237514 1.50663726 0.81231097 0.26256948 0.94625163 -0.96241936
## [37] -0.40386812 2.45072424 0.56421180 0.41089203 -1.21775060 0.20106897
## [43] -1.69324349 0.39463880 2.34043755 -0.61453002 0.69807032 0.08838833
## [49] 1.20014255 -0.46764292

The usage of assignment operator <- in R is different from many other languages, which use = as the
assignment operator (this seems more natural). Actually, = can also be used for assignment in R, and it is
almost interchangeable with <-. However, I recommend you to avoid using = for assignment.

Naming conventions

R has strict rules about what constitutes a valid name for an object. A valid name must only consist of
letters, digits, . and _ . But can’t begin with _ or a digit. For example
abc1.b_9 <- 2 # a correct name

.tree <- 2 # an correct name

a@6 <- 2 # an incorrect name

## Error: <text>:1:3: unexpected numeric constant
## 1: a@6
## ^
2333ok <- 2 # an incorrect name

## Error: <text>:1:5: unexpected symbol
## 1: 2333ok
## ^

Also, R has many reserved names, for example mean is the name of a internal function. You must avoid
giving these names to objects you create. If you do, then it will disable the corresponding function and it will
not work until you remove your object.

You can see if R has reserved the word by asking it. If you get an error message then it has not reserved the
word or it is not in your workspace, and you can use the name. If it outputs R code which you have not
written, then the name is already reserved and you should not use it.

For example if you wanted to know whether you can use c or character as your objects simply type it in the
console.
c

## function (...) .Primitive("c")
character

## function (length = 0L)
## .Internal(vector("character", length))
## <bytecode: 0x7fed4c1e11d0>
## <environment: namespace:base>

We see there are already objects (functions in R) called c and character.

However, if we type
E

## Error in eval(expr, envir, enclos): object 'E' not found

we get an error for E, so that means we can name a new object as E.
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1.1.6 Data Adressing
There are three main ways for addressing data inside R data structures: by index, by name, by logical
value(s).

Addressing by index

In R, data structures can be accessed by index. We have already seen in the introduction sessions that the
square brackets [ ] can be used to subset data. The way to use it is as follows:
dataset1 <- rnorm(10)
dataset1[2]

## [1] -0.6942357

where 2 in [2] means the index, corresponding to the second elements is the vector dataset. you can also
access subset of multiple elements as with vector index:
dataset1[c(2,4,6,8)]

## [1] -0.69423568 2.04895652 2.58243926 0.01763878

You can also address subset of a matrix using [ , ], where you should use a two-dimensional index.
dataset2 <- matrix(1:12, ncol=3)
dataset2[2,3]

## [1] 10

To address a single row, use
dataset2[2,]

## [1] 2 6 10

To address a single column, use
dataset2[,3]

## [1] 9 10 11 12

Also, you can address multiple rows and columns using vectors in index
dataset2[c(1,2),c(2,3)]

## [,1] [,2]
## [1,] 5 9
## [2,] 6 10

To address subset of an d-dimensional array, you will need a d-dimensional index for location
dataset3 <- array(1:12, dim=c(2,2,3))
dataset3[2,2,1]

## [1] 4
dataset3[2,,1:2]

## [,1] [,2]
## [1,] 2 6
## [2,] 4 8

It is worth mentioning that beside the 2-dimensional index for matrix and d-dimensional index for array,
they also have a one-dimensional index system based on the order or dimensions. For example, if we create a
2 × 2 matrix m as
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m <- matrix(c(5:8),nrow=2)
m

## [,1] [,2]
## [1,] 5 7
## [2,] 6 8

then the following commands can also be used (not recommended) to address elements in m
m[1]

## [1] 5
m[3]

## [1] 7

Addressing subset of a data frame by index is similar to that of a matrix. For example,
dataset4 <- data.frame(name=c("Peppa","George","Daddy","Mummy"),

role=c("daughter","son","mother","father"),
number=1:4)

dataset4[1:2,1:2]

## name role
## 1 Peppa daughter
## 2 George son

the only difference is that the output is not a matrix but still a data frame with header of column names and
row index.

To address subset of a list, you will need to use double square brackets to visit its top level components at
first, for example
dataset5 <- list(a1=matrix(1:4, ncol=2), a2=c("pen","apple","applepen"), a3=c(TRUE,FALSE))
dataset5[[2]][3]

## [1] "applepen"

gives the third character of the second object a2 in the list. if you want to visit the second column of the first
object a1 in the list (which is a matrix), you should type
dataset5[[1]][,2]

## [1] 3 4

Addressing by name

Columns in a data frame are named. You can inspect the names using function colnames:
colnames(dataset4)

## [1] "name" "role" "number"

Therefore we you address subset of a data frame by name using the dollar sign $:
dataset4$name

## [1] "Peppa" "George" "Daddy" "Mummy"

If you want to address elements under this name, you could combine with addressing by index.
dataset4$name[c(1,2)]
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## [1] "Peppa" "George"

Another way to apply name addressing is combined with square brackets [ ].
dataset4[,c("name","number")]

## name number
## 1 Peppa 1
## 2 George 2
## 3 Daddy 3
## 4 Mummy 4

Addressing by logical value

We can use logical vectors to select data from a vector/matrix/data frame/. . . . This is often referred to as
logical indexing.
x <- c(1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13)
x[x<10]

## [1] 1 2 3

Combining addressing and assignment

The assignment operator <- can be combined with addressing, to change values of a subset.
y <- matrix(1:6, nrow=3)
y[y>4] <- 0
y

## [,1] [,2]
## [1,] 1 4
## [2,] 2 0
## [3,] 3 0

Readings
R cheet sheet

There is a R cheat sheet (for base R) by RStudio that you can download for more help with getting started.

https://rstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/r-cheat-sheet-3.pdf/

R style guide

Good coding style, such as following consistent rules of naming, spacing and indentation, is very important.

You can code without a good style, but it definitely makes things easier for you and for others who read your
codes.

The following link is a R Style Guide by Hadley Wickham. You can have a read if time permits.

http://adv-r.had.co.nz/Style.html
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